Table S1
Improvements in R-factors, structural statistics as summarized by the Ramachandran distribution, MolProbity and clash scores, and RMSDs from the target structure resulting from xMDFF refinements of eight low-resolution (4-4.5Å) X-ray structures. * implies backbone only RMSDs.
(d)
Figure S1 Test xMDFF refinement of the "closed" conformation of D ribose binding protein using its "open" conformation as initial phasing model at four different resolutions. An overall decrease in the root mean square deviation (RMSD) of the phasing model relative to its known "closed" target implies refinement of the former during the xMDFF simulation. The protocol is labeled on the plot for the refinement at 4 Å referring to steps indicating an initial coupling of C-alpha atoms to the map with a global scaling factor, , of 0.1 (a), followed by coupling of backbone to the map with a global scaling factor, , of 0.3 (b), coupling the backbone and side-chains with a  of 0.6 (c), and finally reducing the temperature from 300 K to 0 K. Beta factor sharpening also began at step (b). Fluctuations about the mean decreasing RMSD trend are representative of the map noise, global scaling factor and thermal regime at various states of the refinement and, thus, are reduced as the temperature and noise decreases, and global scaling factor increases. Top: Three potential models within the electron density map of Ci-VSD WT: Two-click down (S4 in red), One-click down (S4 in green) and Up-conformation (S4 in blue). The rotation angle and vertical displacement of S4 were measured in reference to the One-click down model. R-free values are plotted using the (a) 3.6 and (b) 7 Å diffraction data against angular and vertical displacement of the S4 helix from its xMDFF-determined down position. At 3.6 Å the three helix conformations are sufficiently distinguishable suggesting the down orientation provides the lowest R-free value, and, therefore, the best fit. In contrast, the 7 Å data fail to distinguish the down and up conformations.
Template used for MUFOLD predicted search model:
Structures of Ci-VSP are modeled employing chains from the following thirteen homologous proteins. The quality and accuracy of xMDFF predicted models are evaluated via comparison with structures from PHENIX, PHENIX.DEN, CNS.DEN, and REFMAC5 refinements. For a given system, e.g., 2DRI or Ci-VSP, all refinements started with the same search model. Results presented in Table S2 strongly suggest that xMDFF refinements provide the lowest R-factors, minimal overfitting, and improved structural statistics. In comparison, traditional PHENIX refinements result in much less improvement of the search model. Larger scale deformations are evident in the DEN refinements, and PHENIX.DEN even provides lower R-factors than PHENIX. However, DEN refinements have been found to induce more overfitting than xMDFF. The overfitting is reflected in the greater difference between the associated R work and R free as well as high Molprobity scores of the DEN refined structures. REFMAC5 results are similar to those from PHENIX and are therefore not presented.
The differences between xMDFF, PHENIX, DEN and REFMAC5 results are, to a certain extent, expected. xMDFF being an MD-based real-space refinement method requires minimal human intervention during refinement. In xMDFF, principles of molecular physics as reflected in the universal force-fields together with restraints from the X-ray maps guide the dynamics of the search model to a refined structure. In contrast, traditional methods such as PHENIX or REFMAC often require a combination of computational inverse-space and manual real-space refinement tools to address large scale deformations, and subsequently get to very high quality refinements. To fairly evaluate the advantages of using xMDFF, one needs to compare only the computational part of other refinement protocols to that of xMDFF. Since manual fittings were not allowed in any of the refinements of Table S2 , results from only the inverse space protocol are relatively poor.
DEN results are more promising in terms of addressing large scale deformations necessary to resolve low resolution crystal structures. However, the default DEN protocol as implemented in PHENIX, used for the present refinements, suffers from overfitting issues. In fact, DEN has been successfully used in the past for 2DRI refinement 1 . But, unlike employing truncated experimental data in Table S2 , less noisy entirely synthetic data had been used to test DEN refinement. Thus, the older DEN results should not be compared to the present answers. Also, CNS.DEN could not resolve the 7 Å data for CiVSP.
One should also note that much better results could be obtained by an investigator familiar with the structure and flexibility of parameters in the refinement protocol. Nevertheless, in our endeavor to provide as unbiased a comparison as possible, the refinements have been performed with experimental collaborators (coauthors) adept in the use of REFMAC5 and PHENIX, and core members from the DEN development group.
The PHENIX refinement protocol included rigid_body + individual_sites + individual_adp + tls refinements with default secondary structure and hydrogen bonding restraints, simulated annealing for each of the 10 macrocyles. For DEN refinement with Phenix, the default parameters were used in addition to secondary structure restraints; for CNS however, such restraints are not applicable.
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